FleetBroadBand Multi-Voice SerVice
Sailor 500, 250 and 150 FleetBroadband

Get up to nine SiMultaneouS
Sailor FleetBroadBand Voice channelS
The new Inmarsat FleetBroadband Multi-voice service provides
facility for up to nine simultaneous voice calls from a single SAILOR
FleetBroadband terminal. This advanced new functionality brings
FleetBroadband voice calling to the forefront and Thrane & Thrane
SAILOR FleetBroadband is right there with it.

The Multi-voice service is activated through a few simple steps within
the existing web-interface of the SAILOR FleetBroadband terminal.
The interface is accessible from any browser without installing any
software on your computer and makes it possible to configure all
aspects of your SAILOR FleetBroadband or troubleshoot remotely.

Voice revolution

Several voice calls simultaneously

SAILOR FleetBroadband and Inmarsat’s new Multi-voice service will
revolutionise on board and shore-to-ship voice communication. With
the option of multiple voice lines vessels can now easily segregate
bridge communication from other operational or crew calling facilities.
This ensures that critical communication gets through even though
other voice calls are taking place. Likewise calls can be initiated from
several locations on board at the same time. With the Multi-voice
service on board you are guaranteed high quality voice communication
at a low cost.

The number of Multi-voice lines you will be able to activate depends
on which SAILOR FleetBroadband terminal is being used.

All existing SAILOR FleetBroadband terminals will be compatible
with the new service, through a firmware upgrade, whilst all new
terminals will ship with the function already installed. The Multi-voice
service is software based so no extra equipment is needed besides
the additional handsets for the new voice lines. You can freely choose
the type of handset you need and it is then just up to the user to
determine how to use the flexible Multi-voice service.

In addition, SAILOR 500 and 250 FleetBroadband terminals can handle up to 16 handsets on one terminal, making your communication
on board even more flexible.

Multiple applications
In combination with the built-in PABX functionality in the SAILOR
FleetBroadband terminal and the highly advanced Thrane & Thrane
IP Handset, FleetBroadband Multi-voice offers a fully featured voice
calling system. Additionally, through integration with the new SAILOR
3771 Alarm Panel FleetBroadband, Voice Distress Calling is available,
so vessel safety is prioritised regardless of how many users are on the
line.

Subject to change without further notice.

available for all Sailor FleetBroadband solutions

SAILOR 500 FleetBroadband - 9 voice lines
SAILOR 250 FleetBroadband - 6 voice lines
SAILOR 150 FleetBroadband - 4 voice lines

aBout thrane & thrane

Thus, Thrane & Thrane is the world’s leading manufacturer of global satellite and radio communications
equipment and we are proud to be able to offer a
complete selection of reliable, innovative and userfriendly solutions for use at sea.
the Sailor® oF the World
The renowned SAILOR brand in itself represents
more than 50 years of experience in developing and
refining maritime communication. We are matching
the communication needs of the biggest ocean
going vessels, fish- and workboats of any kind and

exclusive leisure yachts and sailboats in every spot
of the world.
The portfolio includes maritime products from portable radios, VHF and MF/HF, Inmarsat C terminals,
to complete GMDSS systems including LRIT and
SSAS solutions, and a full range of maritime satcom
products including Iridium, Mini-M, Fleet,
FleetBroadBand, VSAT and satellite TV.
WorldWide on Board SerVice
Thrane & Thrane is famous for its World Class Service
program. A network of On Board Service Centers
offers on board service and repair all over the world.
Every measure is taken to provide efficient first-timefix support. We know that time is crucial for ship
management, and we are proud to be your reliable
service partner in any harbor at any time.
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Government buyers or contractors,
contact: government@mackaycomm.com
or 904-880-4633
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A passion for innovation, proud traditions and
our legacy in maritime communication equipment
provides a unique platform for the development of
reliable and technologically advanced products for
seafarers all over the world.

